
Mary T. Sherman Bio 
 

 

Devoted Christian, Teacher and Author, Mary T. Sherman, is a graduate of Andersonville 

Theological Seminary where she earned her degree in Theology. Mary has tirelessly served in 

the Christian community for over 42 years, Her ministry has crossed International lines having 

spearheaded a Hispanic church, ministered as an evangelist-missionary in Mexico City, opened a 

church mission for the homeless, catering to both families and singles from all ethnic 

backgrounds throughout the Los Angeles and Baltimore areas. 

 

Mary T. Sherman’s church mission, founded some years back, spawned the spores of her present 

ministry. Her vision encompasses teaching, mentoring, and training of pastors, teachers, lay-

leaders, and individuals in the area of restoring broken souls in their respective congregations. 

Mary invested fifteen years on her own recovery, of which the first five years were spent under 

Dr. James G. Friesen, Ph.D., a Christian psychologist, who authored Uncovering the Mystery of 

MPD, and who specializes in the area of helping people work through painful memories and 

dissociative disorders. Not being able to continue her recovery under Dr. Friesen, Mary spent the 

following ten years in study and obtaining healing through the Scriptures as the Holy Spirit 

imparted revelatory insights of her condition in the light of the Finished Work of Christ.  Soon 

thereafter, the Lord led her to start a ministry in the area of the healing and restoration of the soul 

in the South Bay area of California. As she taught, there was a great need for people to have 

written materials to take home and review work exercises taught in the class.  It was through this 

need that Mary began to write. Over a period of nine years, she narrowed her writings down to a 

very succinct workbook, Right the Wrong Within, which was published 2007. 

 

Mary T. Sherman’s book provides valuable biblical teaching as well as providing, not only 

exercises after each chapter, but worksheets, illustrations, tables, and other helpful tools that 

assist in the process of healing by enabling the individual in drilling down to the root causes of 

the pain and troubling issues of their lives.  It also teaches how central the Scriptures and prayer 

are in obtaining healing.  Mary’s teaching is a NOW ministry and fulfills an ever-increasing need 

in the churches and the world at large.  It reaches into the very fabric of everyone’s life and in 

the life of this nation. 
 

In addition to healing, Right The Wrong Within will bring in-depth knowledge of the Scriptures 

as well as true insight as to how sin actually destroys the soul and effects the body. “Destructive 

behaviors are the direct result of damage within the soul,” expresses Mary T. Sherman. “The 

good news is that all emotional damage can be healed if one is committed to working the 

process… to the end.” 


